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MANGO TAI

LYCHEE ON FRESH

Plantation
Rum,
orange
Curaçao, fresh mango juice,
homemade Falernum

Homemade lemongrass Gin,
lychee juice, fresh lime juice,
simple syrup, lemon grass

GG SPRITZ

THINK PINK

Vodka, pear juice, fresh lime,
brown sugar, fresh basil, soda water

Russian
Vodka,
pink
grapefruit, soda, lime ziest

SUMMER PASSION

CARLETTO

Brazilian Cachaça, sqeezed lime,
fresh maracuja, simple syrup,
fresh cinnamon stick

Four Roses Bourbon, blackberry
liquor, apple juice, white sugar,
berries marmelade

BOB’S TEA CUP

PETER’S PUNCH

London Gin infused in red fruit
tea, peach tree, lime juice,
honey, splash of milk, soda water

Dark rum, orange sherber,
pineapple juice, angostura,
grenadine, soda water

All 8 cocktails are prepared using
fresh fruit, homemade products
and selected spirits

ALL CLASSICS ARE

BEAT

ALSO AVAILABLE...

MARE + 1724
The gin mentor of new generation is Spanish and boasts the 5 main
Mediterranean botanicals. The same company has created an ideal tonic,
which is produced with water from Patagonia and chinino picked along
one of the Inca’s old paths at 1724 mt. (ideal altitude). SOUTHERN WAVE.

MONKEY + INDIAN FEVER TREE
A famous tonic, clean and fresh with a mellow/soft flavor, lets the Black
Forest’s Gin speak, which has a lot to say: an original tale, 47 ingredients
with a lot of scents, intensity, harmony and complexity. HISTORIC.

GERANIUM + MEDITERRANEAN FEVER TREE
The traditional London style of best quality, with fresh and flowery notes
(with an exclusive use of the geranium), meet the most Mediterranean
of every tonic, with thyme’s perfume, citrus’s scent and rosemary.
QUALITY + INNOVATION.

CAORUNN + TASSONI

GinTonicheria

In Scotland is produced this type of gin in small lots, with the wish to
make the Celtic traditions revive. One of its peculiarity? The red apple of
highlands. It is combine with “Tassoni” tonic (historical company in Lake
Garda), which has an unique delicacy and citron’s notes. The result is an
“easy to drink” gin&tonic. From the Scottish hills to those in Garda...
SOFT MODERNITY.

ELEPHANT + FENTIMANS 19:05 HERBAL
A very particular combination between a Gin connected with Africa (both
for botanicals and elephant’s safeguard) and a tonic water with fragrance
of herbs and flowers. This latter, even if in a small amount, is noticed when
drunk, but leaves much Gin persistence at the end. ALTERNATIVE BOMB.

